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Mitochondria are bioenergetic, biosynthetic, and signaling organelles that are integral in stress
sensing to allow for cellular adaptation to the environment. Therefore, it is not surprising that mito-
chondria are important mediators of tumorigenesis, as this process requires flexibility to adapt to
cellular and environmental alterations in addition to cancer treatments. Multiple aspects of mito-
chondrial biology beyond bioenergetics support transformation, including mitochondrial biogen-
esis and turnover, fission and fusion dynamics, cell death susceptibility, oxidative stress regulation,
metabolism, and signaling. Thus, understanding mechanisms of mitochondrial function during
tumorigenesis will be critical for the next generation of cancer therapeutics.
Introduction
Historical Perspective

Louis Pasteur identified the importance of oxygen consumption

in 1861, finding that yeast divided more in the presence of oxy-

gen and that oxygen inhibited fermentation, an observation

known as the ‘‘Pasteur effect’’. The discovery of mitochondria

in the 1890s, described cytologically by both Richard Altmann

and Carl Benda, began to shed light on this observation, and in

1913, the biochemist Otto Warburg linked cellular respiration

to grana derived from guinea pig liver extracts (Ernster and

Schatz, 1981). Warburg stated that the granules functioned to

enhance the activity of iron-containing enzymes and involved a

transfer to oxygen (Ernster and Schatz, 1981). In the following

decades, many scientists elucidated the machinery that drives

mitochondrial respiration, including tricarboxylic acid (TCA)

cycle and fatty acid b-oxidation enzymes in the mitochondrial

matrix that generate electron donors to fuel respiration and elec-

tron transport chain (ETC) complexes and ATP synthase in the in-

ner mitochondrial membrane (IMM) that carry out oxidative

phosphorylation (Ernster and Schatz, 1981). This biochemical

understanding of mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation gave

mechanistic insight into the Pasteur effect, which could be re-

constituted by adding purified, respiring liver mitochondria to

glycolytic tumor supernatants and observing inhibited fermenta-

tion (Aisenberg et al., 1957). The ability of mitochondria to inhibit

a glycolytic system suggested an active and direct role for mito-

chondria in regulating oxidative versus glycolytic metabolism

(Aisenberg et al., 1957).

Warburg’s seminal discovery that cancer cells undergo aero-

bic glycolysis, which refers to the fermentation of glucose to

lactate in the presence of oxygen as opposed to the complete

oxidation of glucose to fuel mitochondrial respiration, brought

attention to the role of mitochondria in tumorigenesis (Warburg,

1956). While the ‘‘Warburg effect’’ is an undisputed feature of

many (but not all) cancer cells, Warburg’s reasoning that it

stemmed from damaged mitochondrial respiration caused im-

mediate controversy (Weinhouse, 1956). We now understand

that while damaged mitochondria drive the Warburg effect in
some cases, many cancer cells that display Warburg meta-

bolism possess intact mitochondrial respiration, with some can-

cer subtypes actually depending on mitochondrial respiration.

Decades of studies on mitochondrial respiration in cancer have

set the framework for a new frontier focused on additional func-

tions of mitochondria in cancer, which have identified pleiotropic

roles of mitochondria in tumorigenesis.

A major function of mitochondria is ATP production, hence its

nickname ‘‘powerhouse of the cell’’. However, mitochondria

perform many roles beyond energy production, including the

generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), redox molecules

and metabolites, regulation of cell signaling and cell death, and

biosynthetic metabolism. These multifaceted functions of mito-

chondria in normal physiology make them important cellular

stress sensors, and allow for cellular adaptation to the environ-

ment.Mitochondria similarly impart considerable flexibility for tu-

mor cell growth and survival in otherwise harsh environments,

such as during nutrient depletion, hypoxia, and cancer treat-

ments, and are therefore key players in tumorigenesis.

There is no simple canon for the role of mitochondria in cancer

development. Instead, mitochondrial functions in cancer vary

depending upon genetic, environmental, and tissue-of-origin

differences between tumors. It is clear that the biology of mito-

chondria in cancer is central to our understanding of cancer

biology, as many classical cancer hallmarks result in altered

mitochondrial function. This review will summarize functions of

mitochondria biology that contribute to tumorigenesis, which

include mitochondrial biogenesis and turnover, fission and

fusion dynamics, cell death, oxidative stress, metabolism and

bioenergetics, signaling, and mtDNA (Figures 1 and 2).

Mitochondrial Biogenesis and Turnover
Mitochondrial mass is dictated by two opposing pathways,

biogenesis and turnover, and has emerged as both a positive

and negative regulator of tumorigenesis. The role of mitochon-

drial biogenesis in cancer is regulated bymany factors, including

metabolic state, tumor heterogeneity, tissue type, microenviron-

ment, and tumor stage. Additionally, mitophagy, the selective
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Figure 1. Mitochondria and Cancer
The role of mitochondrial metabolism, bioenergetics, mtDNA, oxidative stress regulation, fission and fusion dynamics, cell death regulation, biogenesis, turnover,
and signaling in tumorigenesis.
autophagic pathway for mitochondrial turnover, maintains a

healthy mitochondrial population. Importantly, regulation of

both mitochondrial biogenesis and mitophagy are central to

key oncogenic signaling pathways.

Transcriptional and Signaling Networks Regulating

Biogenesis

Mitochondrial biogenesis is regulated by transcriptional pro-

grams that coordinate induction of both mitochondrial- and nu-
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clear-localized genes that encode mitochondrial proteins. The

transcriptional coactivator peroxisome proliferator-activated re-

ceptor gamma coactivator-1 alpha (PGC-1a) is a central regu-

lator of mitochondrial biogenesis through interactions with

multiple transcription factors (Tan et al., 2016). PGC-1a levels

often reveal tumor reliance on mitochondrial mass, with high

PGC-1a expression resulting in a dependence on mitochondrial

respiration (Tan et al., 2016). In contrast, PGC-1a acts as a tumor



Figure 2. Mitochondria and Stages of

Tumorigenesis
Mitochondrial biology supports tumorigenesis at
multiple stages. Mutations in mitochondrial en-
zymes generate oncometabolites that result in
tumor initiation. Oxidative stress and mitochon-
drial signalling can also support tumor initiation.
Mitochondrial metabolic reprogramming, oxida-
tive stress, and signaling can promote tumor
growth and survival. Mitochondria additionally
regulate redox homeostasis and susceptibility to
cell death via alterations inmorphology to promote
cell survival. Alterations in mitochondrial mass via
regulation of biogenesis and mitophagy also
contribute to survival depending on cancer type.
Mitochondrial metabolic reprogramming, biogen-
esis, and redox homeostasis and dynamics also
contribute to metastatic potential of cancer cells.
suppressor in some cancer types, with overexpression resulting

in induction of apoptosis (Tan et al., 2016). Additionally, PGC-1a

is downregulated in hypoxia inducible factor-1 alpha (HIF-1a)-

activated renal cell carcinomas, reinforcing a switch to glycolytic

metabolism in low oxygen conditions (LaGory et al., 2015; Zhang

et al., 2007). Therefore, it is important to identify factors that

contribute to the dichotomous effect of PGC-1a on tumor

viability, as this has the potential to identify specific susceptibil-

ities for cancer subtypes.

PGC-1a-dependent mitochondrial biogenesis may also sup-

port anchorage-independent cancer cell growth, a key step in

metastasis. Proteomic analysis identified upregulation of mito-

chondrial proteins involved in metabolism and biogenesis upon

low-attachment culture conditions (Lamb et al., 2014). Addition-

ally, increased mitochondrial mass co-enriched with tumor-initi-

ating activity in patient-derived breast cancer lines, which could

be blocked by PGC-1a inhibition (De Luca et al., 2015). These

findings remain relevant in vivo, as circulating tumor cells

(CTCs) developed from primary orthotopic breast tumors show

increased mitochondrial biogenesis and respiration, with PGC-

1a silencing decreasing CTCs and metastasis (LeBleu et al.,

2014). Thus, PGC-1a-dependent mitochondrial biogenesis

may contribute to tumor metastatic potential.

A key activator of mitochondrial biogenesis in cancer is c-Myc,

a transcription factor that globally regulates cell cycle, growth,

metabolism, and apoptosis. Over 400 mitochondrial genes are

identified as c-Myc targets, and initial studies demonstrated

that gain/loss of Myc increases/reduces mitochondrial mass,

respectively (Li et al., 2005). In normal physiology, c-Myc cou-

ples mitochondrial biogenesis with cell-cycle progression.

However, elevated mitochondrial biogenesis due to oncogenic

c-Myc increases cellular biosynthetic and respiratory capacity
by upregulating mitochondrial meta-

bolism to support rapid proliferation,

complementing c-Myc’s effects on stim-

ulating cell-cycle progression and glyco-

lytic metabolism to coordinate rapid cell

growth (Figure 3).

Another effector of mitochondrial

biogenesis is the mammalian target of

rapamycin (mTOR) signaling pathway,
which is critical for cellular growth and energy homeostasis

and is misregulated in many diseases including cancer. mTOR

regulates mitochondrial biogenesis both transcriptionally via

PGC-1a/Yin Yang 1 (YY1) activation, resulting in mitochondrial

gene expression, and translationally via repression of inhibitory

4E-binding proteins (4E-BPs) that downregulate translation of

nuclear-encoded mitochondrial proteins (Morita et al., 2015)

(Figure 3).

The transcriptional networks regulating biogenesis impact

therapeutic outcomes by providing cancer cells with metabolic

flexibility to adapt to targeted treatments and tumor microenvi-

ronments. In B-Raf or N-Ras mutant melanomas, resistance to

MEK inhibitors was partially due to a switch to oxidative meta-

bolism mediated by PGC-1a upregulation and was overcome

by mTORC1/2 inhibition, which repressed PGC-1a expression

(Gopal et al., 2014; Haq et al., 2013). Likewise, in a mouse model

of K-Ras mutant pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, cells that

survive oncogene ablation have increased PGC-1a expression

and mitochondrial function, and the reliance on mitochondrial

respiration resulted in sensitivity to oxidative phosphorylation in-

hibitors (Viale et al., 2014). Cancer cells can adapt their mito-

chondrial function according to the specific stress. For example,

c-Myc upregulation and glycolytic gene expression enables

resistance to metformin, a complex I inhibitor, in pancreatic can-

cer cells, which actively utilize mitochondrial respiration due to

PGC-1a expression (Sancho et al., 2015). Similarly, c-Myc-

dependent mitochondrial biogenesis is normally opposed by

the HIF-1a signaling pathway, but this balance is altered during

oncogenic c-Myc-driven transformation (Dang et al., 2008).

Therefore, an important consideration in cancer therapeutics

will be addressing routes of bioenergetic plasticity provided by

mitochondria.
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Figure 3. Effects of Classical Oncogenic and Tumor Suppressive Pathways on Mitochondrial Biology
Key mechanisms of mitochondrial regulation by c-MYC, K-RAS, PI3K, and p53 signaling pathways. Through transcriptional regulation, c-Myc induces mito-
chondrial biogenesis andmetabolism in addition to its stimulation of cell-cycle progression and glycolysis. c-Myc promotes mitochondrial fusion and respiration,
which can result in increased ROS production and oxidative signaling. Hyperactive PI3K signaling through either PI3K mutation or loss/mutation of the PTEN
tumor suppressor results in mTOR activation, which is additionally regulated by nutrient availability, to regulate cell growth. mTOR promotes mitochondrial
biogenesis both transcriptionally and translationally. Low nutrient conditions that result in a high AMP/ATP ratio activate AMPK, which opposes the mTOR
pathway. During chronic nutrient deprivation, AMPK can also promote mitochondrial biogenesis to allow for metabolic flexibility. Loss of p53 promotes survival
not only via transcriptional regulation of cell death programs, but also through direct interactions with Bcl-2 proteins at the mitochondria. p53 can also induce
mitochondrial respiration to promote tumorigenesis by allowing for metabolic flexibility. Oncogenic K-Ras mutations result in a coordinated program of mito-
chondrial regulation, reprogramming mitochondrial metabolism through multiple mechanisms as well as promoting mitochondrial fission and mitophagy.
Mitophagy

Clearance of damaged mitochondria via mitophagy is critical for

cellular fitness since dysfunctional mitochondria can impair ETC

function and increase oxidative stress. A major trigger for

mitophagy is via the PTEN-induced putative kinase 1 (PINK1)/

Parkin pathway. This pathway is activated upon mitochondrial

membrane depolarization, a signal of mitochondrial dysfunction

that results from multiple causes including lack of reducing

equivalents, hypoxia, and impaired electron transport. An alter-

nate pathway for mitophagy induction is through the HIF-1a

target genes Bcl-2 and adenovirus E1B 19 kDa-interacting pro-

tein 3 (BNIP3) and BNIP3-like (BNIP3L/NIX), which inhibit mito-

chondrial respiration during hypoxic conditions that could result

in excessive ROS.
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Is mitophagy beneficial or harmful to cancers? Similar to auto-

phagy, which is shown to be both pro- and anti-tumorgenic

based on context, the function of mitophagy in transformation

likely depends on tumor stage (Mancias and Kimmelman,

2016). Mitophagy-deficient Parkin null mice develop sponta-

neous hepatic tumors, and Parkin loss increases tumorigenesis

in multiple cancer models (Matsuda et al., 2015). Additionally,

BNIP3 and NIX are identified as tumor suppressors in multiple

cancer models (Chourasia et al., 2015). Thus, in certain stages

of tumorigenesis, decreased mitophagy may allow for a permis-

sive threshold of dysfunctional mitochondria to persist, gener-

ating increased tumor-promoting ROS or other tumorigenic

mitochondrial signals. In contrast, established tumors may

require mitophagy for stress adaptation and survival. Supporting



this concept, BNIP3 is induced in patient glioblastoma samples

in response to hypoxia caused by anti-angiogenic therapy and

combinatorial angiogenesis and autophagy inhibition had a

potent anti-tumor effect in xenograft glioma models (Hu et al.,

2012). Additionally, oncogenic K-Ras-driven transformation up-

regulates mitophagy for the clearance of dysfunctional mito-

chondria, and the accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria

switches adenoma tumor fate to benign oncocytomas instead

of carcinomas (Guo et al., 2013).

Fission and Fusion Dynamics
Mitochondria are extremely dynamic, and the balance of fission

and fusion dictates their morphology. A critical step in mito-

chondrial membrane fission is dynamin-related protein-1

(Drp1) recruitment to mitochondria and interaction with its outer

mitochondria membrane (OMM) receptors, where it causes

membrane constriction fueled by GTPase activity. Drp1 mito-

chondrial translocation and activity is regulated by phosphoryla-

tion mediated by multiple kinases that respond to distinct

cell-cycle and stress conditions (Mishra and Chan, 2016). The

mitofusins, Mfn1 and Mfn2, along with optic atrophy-1 (Opa1)

mediate mitochondrial fusion. Mitochondria exist as either

fused, tubular networks or as fragmented granules depending

on cellular state, with mitochondrial metabolism, respiration,

and oxidative stress regulating fission/fusion machinery (Mishra

and Chan, 2016). Mitochondrial morphology also affects sus-

ceptibility to mitophagy and apoptosis (Kasahara and Scorrano,

2014).

Multiple studies have demonstrated an imbalance of fission

and fusion activities in cancer, with elevated fission activity

and/or decreased fusion resulting in a fragmented mitochondrial

network (Senft and Ronai, 2016). Importantly, restoration of

fused mitochondrial networks in these studies, through either

Drp1 knockdown/ inhibition or Mfn2 overexpression, impaired

cancer cell growth, suggesting that mitochondrial network re-

modeling is important in tumorigenesis. Increased Drp1 expres-

sion is associated with a migratory phenotype in multiple cancer

types, further highlighting the role of mitochondrial dynamics in

metastasis (Senft and Ronai, 2016).

Altered mitochondrial dynamics are a key feature of K-Ras-

dependent cellular transformation, with oncogenic K-Ras

stimulating mitochondrial fragmentation via ERK1/2-mediated

phosphorylation of Drp1 (Kashatus et al., 2015; Serasinghe

et al., 2015). Knockdown or inhibition of Drp1 renders cells

resistant to oncogenic K-Ras-mediated transformation and im-

pairs tumor growth (Kashatus et al., 2015). Additionally, remod-

eling of the mitochondrial network upon oncogenic K-Ras

expression affects mitochondrial function, decreasing mem-

brane potential and increasing ROS generation (Serasinghe

et al., 2015). Thus, K-Ras-mediated mitochondrial network re-

modeling creates a state of upregulated tumorigenic stimuli

to support cellular transformation. c-Myc also affects mito-

chondrial dynamics by altering the expression of multiple

fission and fusion proteins (Graves et al., 2012). However, the

net effect causes mitochondrial fusion (von Eyss et al., 2015),

and further studies are needed to understand the differential

effects of oncogenic signaling pathways on mitochondrial

dynamics.
Cell Death
A hallmark of cancers is their ability to evade cell death, a phe-

nomenon tightly linked to mitochondria. The pro-apoptotic

Bcl-2 family members Bax and Bak are recruited to the OMM

and oligomerize to mediate mitochondrial outer membrane per-

meabilization (MOMP), resulting in pore formation and cyto-

chrome c release from mitochondria into the cytosol to activate

caspases, the executors of programmed cell death. During

normal physiology, anti-apoptotic family members such as

Bcl-2 and Bcl-XL bind and inhibit Bax/Bak. Tumor cells escape

apoptosis by downregulating pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 genes and/or

upregulating anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 genes, achieved through mul-

tiple mechanisms reviewed elsewhere (Lopez and Tait, 2015).

The balance of pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins affects a cancer

cell’s susceptibility to apoptotic stimuli and may predict how a

tumor will respond to chemotherapy (Sarosiek et al., 2013).

Mitochondrial shape also dictates apoptotic susceptibility, as

Drp1 loss delays cytochrome c release and apoptotic induction,

although follow-up work indicated that fission was not required

for Bax/Bak-mediated apoptosis (Martinou and Youle, 2011).

Instead, a GTPase-independent function of Drp1 in membrane

remodeling and hemifusion results in Bax oligomerization and

subsequent MOMP, indicating that Drp1 can promote apoptosis

independent of fission (Martinou and Youle, 2011). The

importanceofmitochondrial shape in apoptosis is furtherdemon-

strated by Mfn-1-loss induced mitochondrial hyperfragmenta-

tion, causing resistance to apoptotic stimuli due to the loss of

Bax interaction with mitochondrial membranes. In this study,

Drp1 inhibition rescued sensitivity to apoptotic stimuli by

restoring a balanced mitochondrial network (Renault et al.,

2015). Additionally, Mfn1 is a target of the MEK/ERK signaling

pathway—phosphorylated Mfn1 inhibits mitochondria fusion

and interacts with Bak to stimulate its oligomerization and

subsequentMOMP(Pyakurel et al., 2015). Therefore,whilefission

and fusiondonotnecessarily regulateapoptosisper se, abalance

of these activities appears to generate amitochondrial shape that

supports interactions with pro-apoptotic Bcl2 proteins.

Oxidative Stress
ROS, in the form of superoxide and hydroxyl free radicals, and

hydrogen peroxide, are produced from physiological metabolic

reactions. Mitochondria are major contributors to cellular ROS

and have multiple antioxidant pathways to neutralize ROS

including superoxide dismutase (SOD2), glutathione, thiore-

doxin, and peroxiredoxins. The early observation that cancer

cells have high ROS levels led to an overly simple hypothesis

that inhibiting ROS could be a successful therapeutic strategy.

However, a more complex picture is emerging, in which ROS

stimulates signaling and proliferation, and the concomitant

upregulation of antioxidant pathways prevents ROS-mediated

cytotoxicity and may even enhance tumor survival (Shadel and

Horvath, 2015; Sullivan and Chandel, 2014).

Multiple physiological reactions, including electron transport

by the ETC and NAD(P)H oxidases result in ROS production,

and these are often exacerbated during tumorigenesis by

oncogenic signaling, ETC mutations, and hypoxic microenviron-

ments. High levels of ROS contribute to the oxidation of macro-

molecules, such as lipids, proteins, and DNA, and can contribute
Cell 166, July 28, 2016 559



to genomic instability to promote transformation. However,

modest elevations of ROS observed inmany tumors can regulate

cell signaling via cysteine oxidation. Indeed, H2O2 inactivates

the tumor suppressor PTEN by oxidizing active site cysteine

residues, causing the formation of a disulfide bond, which

prevents PTEN from inactivating the PI3K pathway (Sullivan

and Chandel, 2014). Since ROS can inactivate protein tyrosine

phosphatases through oxidation of cysteine residues, ROS

may have many yet to be discovered effects on diverse,

mitogen-activated pathways that are normally inhibited by phos-

phatases (Sullivan and Chandel, 2014). ROS-mediated regula-

tion of oncogenic signaling also affects metastasis—oxidation

of cysteines in Src increased its oncogenic ability, promoting tu-

mor cell migration and metastasis in multiple tumor types, and

these phenotypes were blocked by a ROS scavenger (Porporato

et al., 2014).

In response to elevated ROS, many tumors upregulate protec-

tive antioxidant pathways. For example, oncogenic K-Ras, B-raf,

and c-Myc actively inhibit ROS through regulation of nuclear fac-

tor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 2 (NRF2), a transcriptional regulator

of the antioxidant response, to promote tumorigenesis (DeNicola

et al., 2011). Similarly, a study inmelanoma found that circulating

tumor cells had higher levels of NADPH than primary tumor sites,

presumably to combat the increased ROS caused by the stress

of metastasis (Piskounova et al., 2015). In this system, antioxi-

dants promoted distant metastasis, while folate pathway inhibi-

tion prevented metastasis due to decreased NADPH production

but had no effect on the primary tumor. Similarly, antioxidant

treatment increased the number of metastasis in a mouse model

of malignant melanoma, causing increased invasiveness depen-

dent on glutathione synthesis cells (Le Gal et al., 2015). Thus,

successful tumors maintain ROS levels within a window that

stimulates proliferation without causing cytotoxicity. The bal-

ance of ROS production and antioxidant expression is critical

for maintaining this tumor-promoting ROS level.

The requirement for upregulated antioxidant pathwaysmay be

an Achilles heel for tumor cells: combination therapy using gluta-

thione and thioredoxin pathway inhibitors has promising results

in vitro and in vivo in breast cancer models (Harris et al., 2015).

Targeting other aspects of mitochondrial metabolism that

contribute to redox regulation has also been proven to be a

successful anti-cancer strategy. For example, inhibition of gluta-

mate dehydrogenase 1 (GDH1) increased ROS by reducing

levels of fumarate, an activator of antioxidant glutathione perox-

idase 1 (GPx), to slow cancer growth (Jin et al., 2015).

Metabolism
One hallmark of tumors is metabolic reprogramming, which sup-

ports macromolecule synthesis, bioenergetic demand, and

cellular survival (Pavlova and Thompson, 2016). Mitochondria

are hubs for metabolic reactions and drive this reprogramming

through multiple mechanisms.

Alterations in Glucose Utilization

Many tumors divert glycolytic intermediates into the pentose

phosphate pathway, serine biosynthesis, and lipid biosynthesis,

as opposed to complete oxidation by mitochondrial respiration.

In some tumors, this is achieved by limiting pyruvate utilization

by mitochondria. The availability of pyruvate for mitochondrial
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oxidation is regulated by pyruvate kinase (PKM), which catalyzes

the final step of glycolysis to generate pyruvate. Cancers specif-

ically upregulate the PKM2 isoform, which has low activity, al-

lowing upstream glycolytic intermediates to accumulate and

be used for anabolic processes (Christofk et al., 2008). Addition-

ally, the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier (MPC1 and MPC2) is

either lost or downregulated in a number of cancers (Schell

et al., 2014). MPC re-expression had a profound effect on

reducing tumor growth in xenograft models, suggesting that

the expression of this fuel gatekeeper is an important determi-

nant of growth (Yang et al., 2014). Furthermore, MPC loss stim-

ulates compensatory pathways that maintain fuel oxidation by

the TCA cycle, including upregulation of glutaminolysis and the

use of fatty acids and branched chain amino acids, demon-

strating mitochondrial metabolic flexibility (Schell et al., 2014;

Vacanti et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014). Thus, mitochondria

remain functional during aerobic glycolysis, and mitochondrial-

dependent metabolic reprogramming can support bioenergetic

homeostasis during Warburg metabolism.

Reprogramming of Amino Acid Metabolism

Glutamine can be a substrate for TCA cycle oxidation and a

starting material for macromolecule synthesis (DeBerardinis

et al., 2007). The amide nitrogen on glutamine is used in nucleo-

tide and amino acid synthesis, and glutamine-derived carbons

are used in glutathione, amino acid, and lipid synthesis. Catabo-

lism of glutamine, termed glutaminolysis, is elevated in many

glutamine-addicted tumors and is often driven by c-Myc upregu-

lation of glutaminase (GLS), which converts glutamine to gluta-

mate and ammonia (Stine et al., 2015). Glutamate is oxidized

to a-ketoglutarate (a-KG) by GDH, providing an entry point into

the TCA cycle. This process is inhibited by the mitochondrial-

localized sirtuin, SIRT4, a tumor suppressor in multiple cancer

models. SIRT4 expression in B cell lymphoma cells downregu-

lates glutamine uptake and inhibits growth, whereas SIRT4

loss in an Em-myc B cell lymphoma model increases glutamine

consumption and accelerates tumorigenesis (Jeong et al.,

2014). In addition, transaminases utilize glutamate nitrogen to

couple a-KG production to synthesis of non-essential amino

acids, and tumor cells can utilize this pathway to support biosyn-

thesis and redox homeostasis. For example, oncogenic K-Ras

reprograms glutamine metabolism by transcriptional downregu-

lation of GDH1 and upregulation of GOT1, the aspartate

transaminase, to produce cytosolic oxaloacetate, which can ul-

timately lead to an increase in NADPH/NADP+ ratio through con-

version to pyruvate (Son et al., 2013). Similarly, transaminases,

but not GDH1, are upregulated in 3D cultures of proliferating

mammary epithelial cells compared to quiescent cells, suggest-

ing that this pathway is important during cancer cell proliferation

to support biosynthesis (Coloff et al., 2016).

In tumor cells with dysfunctional mitochondria due to ETC or

TCA cycle enzyme mutations, a fraction of glutamine-derived

a-KG undergoes reductive carboxylation to support biosyn-

thesis and redox homeostasis (Mullen et al., 2011). This pathway

is dependent on the NADP+/NADPH-utilizing isocitrate dehydro-

genase isoforms IDH1 (cytosolic) and IDH2 (mitochondrial),

catalyzing the reverse reaction of isocitrate production from

a-KG. Reductive carboxylation can also support anchorage in-

dependent tumor growth in spheroid cultures by mitigating



mitochondrial ROS in a coordinated cycle in which cytosolic

reductive carboxylation by IDH1 supports mitochondrial oxida-

tive metabolism and NADPH production by IDH2 (Jiang et al.,

2016).

As nutrients are oxidized to produce biosynthetic precursors,

electrons are removed from carbon. Therefore, electron accep-

tors can quickly become limiting in highly proliferating cells.

This observation was highlighted in a series of studies demon-

strating that beyond ATP production, mitochondrial respiration

is required to replenish electron-accepting cofactors NAD+ and

FAD (Birsoy et al., 2015; Sullivan et al., 2015). Interestingly,

when mitochondrial respiration is impaired, rather than ATP,

the electron acceptors are most limiting for de novo synthesis

of aspartate, a key amino acid required for protein and nucleo-

tide synthesis.

Aside from coordinating fuel oxidation, mitochondria con-

tribute to tumor progression through nucleotide synthesis via

one-carbon (1C) metabolism. The mitochondrial folate syn-

thesis pathway consists of serine hydroxylmethyltransferase 2

(SHMT2) and methylenetetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase 2

(MTHFD2). A meta-analysis of gene expression profiles identi-

fied MTHFD2 as overexpressed in many human tumors and

further studies revealed its importance in survival of cancer

cells (Nilsson et al., 2014). Unlike the cytosolic arm of folate

metabolism that primarily uses serine, the mitochondrial arm

also uses glycine as a carbon source, a potential vulnerability

for cancers that upregulate this pathway. Metabolic profiling

of NCI-60 lines revealed high correlation of proliferation with

glycine consumption along with the increase in SHMT2,

MTHFD2, and MTHFD1L (Jain et al., 2012). While the cytosolic

pathway can compensate for loss of mitochondrial 1C meta-

bolism, cells become dependent on extracellular serine and

glycine for growth and are thus susceptible to inhibition of serine

catabolism, highlighting the importance of mitochondrial 1C

metabolism in supporting tumorigenesis during nutrient depriva-

tion (Ducker et al., 2016). For example, SHMT2 is expressed in

ischemic tumor zones, providing proliferative advantage under

hypoxic conditions (Kim et al., 2015). Additionally SHMT2 regu-

lation of serine metabolism also contributes to NADPH produc-

tion and detoxification of ROS under hypoxia, a function impor-

tant for survival of Myc-driven cancers (Ye et al., 2014).

Lipid Metabolism

Unlike other fuels, lipid utilization in cancer is less defined at the

molecular level. Cancer-specific alterations of lipid metabolism

seem to be unique to tumor type, allowing for some cancers to

upregulate fatty acid oxidation (FAO) while others are more

dependent on lipid synthesis. Upregulation of lipogenesis is

postulated to be a common feature across most tumors, in

part to produce membranes for proliferation (Currie et al.,

2013). Inhibition of ATP-citrate lyase (ACLY), which converts

mitochondrial-derived citrate to acetyl-CoA in the cytoplasm to

support lipogenesis, impairs tumorigenesis in multiple models

(Currie et al., 2013). In contrast, certain cancer types including

lymphomas and leukemias rely primarily on FAO for ATP produc-

tion (Carracedo et al., 2013). Additionally, FAO may be a

preferred fuel choice for cancers undergoing stress as it is a

crucial survival mechanism for breast cancer cells undergoing

loss of attachment to the extracellular matrix (Carracedo et al.,
2013). However, mechanisms that upregulate FAO in cancers

remain poorly understood. In one example, tumor cell upregula-

tion of the brain-specific isoform of carnitine palmitoyltransfer-

ase (Cpt-1c), required for mitochondrial FA import, resulted in

increased FAO and ATP production and resistance to metabolic

stress (Carracedo et al., 2013). Moreover, increased FAO may

confer benefits beyond ATP generation such as maintaining

redox homeostasis (Carracedo et al., 2013). Finally, production

of acetyl-CoA from oxidized fatty acids could be used for epige-

netic remodeling of chromatin, subsequently causing lasting

changes in metabolism.

Studying Cancer Metabolism In Vivo

Recent work has highlighted the importance of studying cancer

metabolism in models comparable to the in vivo disease. For

example, while glutamine fuels TCA cycle anaplerosis in vitro,

this is not necessarily true of all tumors in vivo. Studies

comparing the fate of labeled glucose and glutamine in mouse

models of K-Ras-driven non-small-cell lung cancer showedmin-

imal contribution of glutamine to TCA cycle intermediates (Da-

vidson et al., 2016). Additionally, studies in glioblastoma cells

showed that glutamine-dependent anaplerosis was not required

for growth, with cells secreting glutamate even under glutamine

starvation conditions (Tardito et al., 2015). In this study, gluta-

mine synthase (GS) expression sustained growth and purine

nucleotide biosynthesis during glutamine starvation. Further-

more, primary patient-derived glioma stem-like cells grew inde-

pendently of glutamine supplementation. These studies highlight

the importance of understanding in vivo metabolic requirements

of tumor cells when designing therapeutic strategies.

Mitochondrial Signaling
Mitochondrial biology and tumorigenic signaling intersect at

multiple levels. First, classical oncogenic signaling pathways

alter mitochondrial functions to support tumorigenesis. Second,

direct signals from mitochondria affect cellular physiology and

tumorigenesis. Finally, mutations in mitochondrial enzymes can

result in oncometabolite production, a novel set of mitochondrial

signaling molecules that function in tumor initiation.

Classical Oncogenic and Tumor Suppressive Pathways

Regulate Mitochondrial Biology

The resurgence of mitochondrial research has led to the discov-

ery that established tumor suppressors and oncogenes directly

regulate mitochondrial biology. Several hallmark cancer sig-

naling pathways that alter mitochondrial biology to promote

transformation are described herein (Figure 3).

In addition to promoting mitochondrial biogenesis, numerous

studies have linked c-Mycwithmitochondrial metabolism in can-

cer. The importance of mitochondrial metabolism in c-Myc

driven growth was demonstrated in a functional screen of

Myc-responsive cDNAs to rescue cell growth of c-Myc-null cells.

The screen identified SHMT2, the first reaction in mitochondrial

1C metabolism, as the only target that could partially rescue

growth (Nikiforov et al., 2002). While the tumorigenic contribution

of increased mitochondrial biogenesis and metabolism in onco-

genic c-Myc-driven cancers is difficult to separate from its global

upregulation of transcription, suppression of glutaminolysis can

inhibit proliferation of c-Myc driven lymphoma cells (Jeong et al.,

2014; Le et al., 2012).
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An important signaling pathway in hypoxic tumor microenvi-

ronments is mediated by HIF-1a, which upregulates glycolytic

metabolism in low oxygen conditions and inhibits mitochondrial

respiration (Mucaj et al., 2012). Mitochondrial-derived ROS also

regulate the HIF-1a pathway via inhibition of prolyl hydroxy-

lases (PHDs), negative regulators of HIF signaling. SIRT3, a

mitochondrial deacetylase, is an important regulator of this

pathway by maintaining redox homeostasis via deacetylation

and activation of mitochondrial SOD2 and IDH2 and indirectly

through transcriptional upregulation of antioxidant pathways

(Bause and Haigis, 2013). SIRT3-dependent reduction in mito-

chondrial ROS results in HIF-1a degradation, limiting glycolysis

and the Warburg effect in tumors (Bell et al., 2011; Finley et al.,

2011).

In addition to the pleiotropic effects of oncogenic K-Ras

signaling on proliferation, apoptosis, and metabolism, onco-

genic K-Ras results in a coordinated program of mitochondrial

regulation that supports transformation (Pylayeva-Gupta et al.,

2011). Multiple K-Ras-dependent mechanisms can downregu-

late mitochondrial respiration including upregulation of mito-

chondrial fission (Kashatus et al., 2015; Serasinghe et al.,

2015), transcriptional downregulation of complex I (Wang et al.,

2015), and ERK-phosphorylation-dependent mitochondrial

translocation of phosphoglycerate kinase I (PGK1) (Li et al.,

2016). Oncogenic K-Ras also promotes upregulation of mitoph-

agy to preserve mitochondrial function under starvation condi-

tions. Autophagy inhibition in cancers with active K-Ras results

in a decline in mitochondrial respiration, TCA metabolite, and

energy levels during starvation; thus, this pathway may be

important for tumor cell survival in nutrient-depleted microenvi-

ronments (Guo et al., 2011).

The PI3K/Akt signaling pathway stimulates cell growth and is

often activated in cancer either through oncogenic mutations

in signaling kinases or loss/mutation of the PTEN tumor suppres-

sor, a key phosphatase that shuts off this pathway (Papa et al.,

2014). Although PI3K signaling induces cell growth and upregu-

lates glycolysis, metabolic adaptation via a switch to mitochon-

drial oxidative phosphorylation can mediate resistance to PI3K

inhibitors, undermining the effectiveness of PI3K-specific tar-

geted therapy (Ghosh et al., 2015). A major downstream effector

of active PI3K/Akt signaling is mTOR, which participates in

mTORC1 and mTORC2 signaling complexes to couple nutrient

and growth-factor sensing to cellular growth through regulation

of translation, anabolic metabolism, and autophagy (Dibble

and Cantley, 2015). In addition to regulating mitochondrial

biogenesis, mTORC1 stimulates multiple mitochondrial meta-

bolic pathways. The transcriptional repression of SIRT4 down-

stream of mTORC1 activity results in GDH activation to

upregulate glutaminolysis (Csibi et al., 2013). mTORC1 also in-

duces the mitochondrial folate pathway to promote de novo

purine synthesis via activation of the transcription factor ATF4

to result in upregulation of MTHFD2 expression (Ben-Sahra

et al., 2016).

The AMP-regulated kinase (AMPK) signaling network is acti-

vated during low energy conditions, directly inhibiting multiple

targets including mTORC1 to restore energy homeostasis.

AMPK is a critical downstream target of the liver kinase B1

(LKB1) tumor suppressor, which is mutated in the inherited
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cancer disorder Peutz-Jeghers syndrome and mediates many

LKB1 tumor suppressive functions (Faubert et al., 2015). How-

ever, AMPK loss does not fully recapitulate LKB1 loss and

AMPK has both pro- and anti-tumorigenic effects, which

appear dependent on the presence of other oncogenic drivers

as well as tumor stage (Faubert et al., 2015). While AMPK

loss can uncouple proliferation from energy sensing to allow

for unhindered proliferation with oncogenic growth signaling,

AMPK functions in metabolic adaptation and mitochondrial

homeostasis can be beneficial in established tumors. For

example, AMPK promotes mitophagy through phosphorylation

of ULK kinases and is required for cell survival during starva-

tion (Faubert et al., 2015). Additionally, AMPK activation in

response to ETC dysfunction results in mitochondrial frag-

mentation through direct phosphorylation of mitochondrial

fission factor, an OMM receptor for Drp1 (Toyama et al.,

2016). Finally, sustained energy deprivation can result in

AMPK-mediated upregulation of mitochondrial biogenesis via

PGC-1a—allowing the cell further metabolic plasticity (Faubert

et al., 2015).

p53 is a commonly mutated tumor suppressor and has been

extensively studied due to its transcriptional regulation of cell-

cycle and apoptotic genes. It is now appreciated that p53 also

has functions in the regulation of cellular metabolism via tran-

scriptional activation of metabolic genes (Berkers et al., 2013).

p53 limits glycolysis and drives transcription of genes required

for ETC assembly and maintenance (Berkers et al., 2013). How-

ever, more recent work has suggested an alternate side to p53’s

role in tumorigenesis, with its ability to allow for adaptation to

metabolic stress resulting in pro-survival effects in tumor cells.

These pro-survival effects are partially accomplished through

upregulation of mitochondrial FAO and respiration, allowing can-

cer cells to adapt to starvation conditions (Jiang et al., 2015). In

addition to transcriptional regulation of mitochondrial activity,

p53 also directly functions at the mitochondria to induce

apoptosis in response to stress via interactions with Bcl-2 family

members (Vaseva and Moll, 2009). Tumor-derived p53 muta-

tions no longer interact with Bcl-2 and do not trigger mitochon-

drial outer membrane permeabilization (Vaseva and Moll,

2009). Thus, in addition to effects on transcriptional activity,

p53 mutations can also promote cancer survival through direct

mitochondrial functions.

Mitochondrial Retrograde Signals

Mitochondria are important stress sensors, and retrograde

signaling from the mitochondria allows the cell to adapt to its

environment. Metabolites generated by mitochondrial metabolic

pathways, including the TCA cycle, b-oxidation, and the ETC,

affect both nuclear gene transcription via chromatin modification

as well as cytosolic signaling pathways. For example, the

TCA cycle intermediate a-KG is a cosubstrate for many enzymes

in the cytoplasm and nucleus including the PHD family

and the 10-11-translocation methylcytosine dioxygenase (TET)

and Jumunji-C histone demethylase (JHDM) families of chro-

matin-modifying enzymes. In the case of chromatin regula-

tion, glutamine-derived a-KG contributes to TET-dependent

demethylation reactions (Carey et al., 2015). Additional mito-

chondrial regulation of chromatin occurs through histone

acetylation. ACLY-dependent production of acetyl-CoA from



mitochondrial-derived citrate is used by histone acetyl transfer-

ases (HATs), and oncogenic signaling pathways modify histone

acetylation patterns in a ACLY-dependent manner (Lee et al.,

2014; Wellen et al., 2009). In addition to chromatin modification,

acetyl-CoA generated frommitochondrial-derived citrate is used

for the acetylation of many cytosolic and mitochondrial proteins

tomodulate protein activity. Thus,mitochondrial-derivedmetab-

olites can effect signaling pathways, nuclear transcription, and

chromatin modification.

In addition to signaling molecules, readouts of mitochondrial

integrity including Dcm and MOMP also function as important

signals, enabling the cell to respond to unhealthy/dysfunctional

mitochondria. Since the membrane potential generated by

healthy mitochondria is required for protein import into the mito-

chondrial matrix and intermembrane space via the TIM22 and

TIM23 translocator complexes, loss of membrane potential im-

pairs import. If the defect in protein import is severe, the cell

can initiate mitophagy to clear these unhealthy mitochondria

as discussed above. Additionally, ATP generation by the ETC

is an important signaling output with diminished ETC activity

increasing the AMP/ATP ratio to activate AMPK signaling. ETC

dysfunction can also result in decreased NAD+ levels, a co-sub-

strate for both the sirtuin and poly(ADP-ribose) protein families,

which have many functions in tumorigenesis (German and Hai-

gis, 2015; Vyas and Chang, 2014). Finally, ROS regulates cyto-

solic signaling networks to promote tumorigenesis (as discussed

above).

Mitochondrial Oncometabolites

Dominant mutations inmitochondrial enzymes led to the exciting

identification of mitochondrial-derived signaling molecules,

termed oncometabolites. Mutant versions of cytoplasmic and

mitochondrial IDH isoforms, found in a striking 20% of acute

myeloid leukemias and 70% of glioblastomas, reduce a-KG to

generate the oncometabolite (R)-2-hydroxyglutarate ([R]-2-HG)

(Dang et al., 2009; Ward et al., 2010). In addition, loss of function

of TCA cycle enzymes succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) and

fumarate hydratase (FH), underlying the inherited cancer predis-

positions hereditary paraganglioma syndrome and hereditary

leiomyomatosis and renal-cell cancer syndrome, respectively,

result in the accumulation of metabolic intermediates succinate

and fumarate, which function as oncometabolites when in

excess.

A major mode of action of these oncometabolites is owed to

their structural similarity to a-KG, allowing them to act as

competitive inhibitors of a-KG-dependent enzymes including

the TET and JHDM families of chromatin-modifying enzymes

and the PHD family (Nowicki and Gottlieb, 2015). Inhibition of

TET activity leads to hypermethylation of CpG islands, found

near gene promoters, which results in gene silencing (Nowicki

and Gottlieb, 2015). Additionally, repressive histone methylation

marks on H3K9 and H3K27 are observed in IDH1 and IDH2

mutant gliomas due to JHDM inhibition (Lu et al., 2012). There-

fore, through the production of oncometabolites, mitochondria

exert strong influence on chromatin structure to promote

tumor initiation. Both succinate and fumarate accumulation sta-

bilize HIF-1a via PHD inhibition, reinforcing the Warburg effect

(MacKenzie et al., 2007; Nowicki and Gottlieb, 2015). In contrast,

(R)-2-HG activates PHD enzymes, diminishing HIF-1a levels,
which resulted in the enhancement of proliferation of astrocytes

(Koivunen et al., 2012). (R)-2-HG alone reversibly recapitulates

the effects of IDH mutation on leukemogenesis while its enan-

tiomer (S)-2-HG had no effect even though it more potently

inhibited TET2 and PHDs, suggesting that differential require-

ments for HIF-1a depending on cell type can influence neoplasia

(Losman et al., 2013).

FH deficiency also supports tumorigenesis independently of

a-KG/HIF-1a. The high level of fumarate accumulation in FH-

deficient tumors/cells results in increased protein succinylation

through the covalent modification of fumarate on cysteines.

Cysteine succinylation inhibits Kelch-like ECH-associated pro-

tein 1 (KEAP1), a negative regulator of Nrf2, to result in upregu-

lation of antioxidant pathways (Adam et al., 2011). Additionally,

accumulated fumarate can bind to glutathione to generate suc-

cinylated glutathione, an alternate glutathione reductase sub-

strate that decreases NADPH and increases ROS levels (Sullivan

et al., 2013). Thus, FH deficiency can alter redox homeostasis to

promote tumorigenesis.

mtDNA Mutations
The presence of a separate mitochondrial genome adds to the

unique and complex biology of this organelle, as mutations in

mtDNA impact tumorigenesis. Mitochondria contain multiple

copies of a circular 16kB genome that encodes for 13 ETC sub-

units, mitochondrial rRNAs, and tRNAs. In addition to distinct

mtDNA haplotypes that exist among different human popula-

tions, many germline and somatic mtDNA mutations associated

with cancer risk have been identified (van Gisbergen et al.,

2015). Although the functional consequence of many of these

polymorphisms/mutations is not well understood, some muta-

tions occur in ETC genes and can result in increased oxidative

stress due to ETC dysfunction to promote tumorigenesis. Dif-

ferences in mtDNA copy number are implicated in tumorigen-

esis, although both low and high copy numbers have been

associated with various cancers, similar to the varying associ-

ations between mitochondrial biogenesis and tumorigenesis

(Reznik et al. 2016). Since mitochondria contain multiple copies

of the mtDNA genome, cells are either homoplasmic or hetero-

plasmic regarding their mtDNA composition, with mutant

copies of the genome spreading through the mitochondrial

network through fission and fusion cycles. In this way, domi-

nant mtDNA mutations become established in a clonal cell

population. mtDNA mutations and haplotypes associated with

various cancer types are reviewed elsewhere (van Gisbergen

et al., 2015).

Concluding Remarks
Mitochondria are complex organelles that influence cancer initi-

ation, growth, survival, andmetastasis, andmany facets of mito-

chondrial biology beyond energy production actively contribute

to tumorigenesis. These include mitochondrial mass, dynamics,

cell death regulation, redox homeostasis, metabolic regulation,

and signaling. The interplay between these aspects of mitochon-

drial biology results in coordinated programs of mitochondrial

regulation of cellular physiology and highlights the pleiotropic

functions of mitochondria in cancer. Additionally, similar to

the transforming discoveries of oncogenic mutations in growth
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factor signaling pathways, mutations in mitochondrial metabolic

enzymes are an exciting new frontier in cancer biology.

The flexibility that mitochondria bestow tumor cells, including

alterations in fuel utilization, bioenergetics, cell death suscepti-

bility, and oxidative stress, allows for survival in the face of

adverse environmental conditions such as starvation and during

chemotherapeutic and targeted cancer treatments. Therefore,

in order to effectively treat cancer, the escape routes to thera-

peutic interventions provided by mitochondria must also be

considered—future studies into combination therapies that

remove this flexibility will be important to advance cancer

treatments.
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